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Parking Prosecutions

Notice creation screen
The parking prosecutions
notice creation screen is
one of the first steps in
issuing a PCN.
The information can be
added manually by the
operator or automatically
completed via an API link
from your database or
mobile application.
Each case can be viewed by
a unique reference number
or via the advanced search
function.

The system allows for data to be amended and
updated at any stage of creation.

Parking Prosecutions

Prosecution Dashboard
The prosecutions dashboard is a
central portal, giving the operator
access and visibility:
 asy to navigate front-end,
E
allowing for ease of use
 raffic light, status driven
T
outstanding task list
 earch for any record within the
S
system, based on any data using
the advanced search function
 ccess to admin tools and
A
support portal

Parking Prosecutions

Court management
Connecting directly to court
databases, the management
screen lists each open case.
Users can sort listing by court name,
date, start and end time etc.
The tabs, top of screen, allow
the user to navigate each step of
the prosecution process, right to
payments.
Users can also:
 anage courts and bookings
M
efficiently
Bulk manage statuses
View all booking availability
 iew all cases and auto assign
V
court documentation
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Payments and court resulting
ITAL’s, PCI-DSS compliant,
prosecution payment process
gives the operator the
functionality to:
Add a payment manually to a case
Create and amend payment plans
T
 ake payments via our web or
Automated Payment line services,
configurable to case status and
ability to automatically update the
record
Court resulting screen details the
offence, status of prosecution
and the end result. From here the
operator can:
Archive bookings
 iew all court results and amend
V
as required
 ulk assign cases by simple court
B
resulting

For more information on the functionality or to discuss ways ITAL’s PCN
Management for Railway Carparks can help, contact the enforcement solutions
team on 0800 011 4000 or visit www.ital-uk.com

